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Since 1993, Immersion has delivered haptic technology that brings the 

sense of touch to the digital world, creating experiences that are 

engaging, impactful and ultimately, more real.
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CORE GAMING FOCUS

Phase 1
Quad channel haptics
Experience of DualSense with more design 
freedom.  Two channels of bi-directional 
trigger, two channels of HD vibration.

Phase 2
Multichannel haptics
Multiple endpoints and combinations of 
haptic hardware.  

Phase 3
Multimodal haptics
New touch modalities like thermal and 
kinesthetics.

XR EXPANSION

2021 2022 2023
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This is how we see haptics in gaming developing in the coming years, and we are actively driving toward this vision.
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To get there, we need hapticians who understand the tools of haptic technology development and 

experience design.

This talk submits three conceptual tools that must be combined in order to create haptic experiences that 

matter to people:

1. Psychophysiological model of human touch

2. Model of touch as moderator of meaning

3. Understanding of the landscape of haptic technologies and their capabilities.
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TOOL #1: 
PHYSICAL 

MODEL OF TOUCH
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Mechanoreceptors
Detect vibration, texture, pressure

Thermoreceptors
Detect heat, cold

Nociceptors
Detect mechanical, thermal, chemical damage

Proprioceptors
Detect posture through movement, stretch, force

Sensory
Receptors

Credit: Punchcut

Here is a cross section of hairy skin. You can see that the skin is infused with different types of nerve endings.
Different types are tuned to fire in response to different types of stimuli. Haptic perception is a very high-
dimensional sense. We think of touch as a single sense but it’s really a combination of many constituent senses like 
vibration, pressure, heat, cold, pain, and so on. Developing some working knowledge about how the sense of 
touch works may lead to creative design ideas for how to engage it.

https://punchcut.com/
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Syntouch identifies 15+ distinct 
tactile properties of materials. It’s 
useful as a surface model, but does 
not include mass, gross shape.

+ MASS GEOMETRY+TACTILE PROPERTIES

TextureFriction

Adhesive

ThermalCompliance
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Shape has a huge impact on how you kinesthetically interact.

For more, see Generic and systematic evaluation of haptic interfaces based on testbeds

https://syntouchinc.com/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/224296756_Generic_and_systematic_evaluation_of_haptic_interfaces_based_on_testbeds
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No single haptic interface 
can cover it all.

MASS GEOMETRY

TACTILE 
PROPERTIES
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TOOL #2:  
MODEL OF TOUCH AS MEANING 

AND MODERATOR OF KNOWLEDGE AND COMUMNICATION
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Haptics, smell, & touch 
are going to be on the 
wrong side of the 
Uncanny Valley for a 
LONG, long time.”

– Kent Bye, Voices of VR Podcast
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For telepresence, you need a general purpose haptic device. But that’s 
impossible for now.

There’s a challenge with the uncanny valley of haptics. It’s different from 
uncanny valley of visuals, but just as significant and limiting if not moreso.

Instead, use a holistic approach to haptic design, focusing on what haptics 
can do well today.



More Intuitive
Embodied cognition means people think with 
their bodies, so experiences that engage the 
body are more readily understood.

More Memorable
When haptic feedback is provided alongside 
other modes, experiences are easier to 
remember

More Universal
Touch is the most fundamental and reliable 
human sense that we all share, crossing 
cultural boundaries and varying abilities. Credit: Punchcut

Understanding the cultural variation is important, but haptics provides benefits for everyone. It extends access to services for people not comfortable with technology or with limited vision or dexterity. For 
others it makes it easier to get information when your attention is focused on a critical or primary task. You don’t look at the guitar. You don’t snowboard by thinking about the visuals of what’s going on. It’s a 
feel thing. It’s a different way of understanding the world.

https://punchcut.com/


MEANINGS OF TOUCH | JONES + YARBROUGH
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EMOTIONAL TOUCH | MATTHEW HERTENSTEIN

13

EMOTION ARM GESTURES INTENSITY DURATION ACCURACY BODY GESTURES INTENSITY DURATION ACCURACY

Anger Hit, squeeze Strong 4.5 sec 57% Push, shake, squeeze Strong 4.5 sec 78%

Happiness Swing Moderate 8.1 sec 30% Shake, swing, lift Strong 5.8 sec 60%

Disgust Push Moderate 3.8 sec 63% Push Moderate 5.8 sec 50%

Fear Tremble, squeeze Moderate 6.5 sec 51% Shake, squeeze, press Moderate 7.6 sec 56%

Gratitude Shake Moderate 5.7 sec 55% Shake, lift Moderate 6.0 sec 74%

Love Stroke Moderate 9.5 sec 51% Hug, pat Moderate 5.3 sec 68%

Sympathy Pat Moderate 7.6 sec 57% Hug, rub, pat Light 6.4 sec 67%

Sadness Stroke Moderate 7.2 sec 35% Nuzzle, hug, stroke Light 6.4 sec 50%

Surprise Squeeze Moderate 4.6 sec 24%

Embarassed Shake Moderate 7.7 sec 18%

Envy Pull Moderate 7.1 sec 21%

Pride Shake Moderate 6.1 sec 25%

© 2021 Immersion
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TOOL #3:  
LANDSCAPE OF TACTILE

TECHNOLOGY
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TACTILE
VIBRATION ALERTS

OTHERKINESTHETIC
OTHER

Haptic technology uses computers to create artificial touch sensations.

Lane departure warnings

Notification alerts

Rich communication

Surface haptics

Gloves

Exoskeletons

Game immersion Triggers

Credit: Playstation Blog

Contactless

Thermal
Credit: Ultraleap

Credit: HaptX
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There are many ways to slice and dice haptic interfaces into categories.
We were inspired by this taxonomy, which has Tactile, or technologies for 
the skin, subdivided into simple alerts and more complex effects.
Kinesthetic haptics engage the joints and muscles – think larger 
displacements, higher energy, higher complexity, but more of the human’s 
brain engaged.

Taxonomy inspired by IDTechEx

It’s worth noting that kinesthetic interfaces can be very effective without 
being large. New game controllers are being brought to market with 
kinesthetic triggers. It takes a relatively small amount of force it takes to 
push against your finger, but the effect on your sense of immersion in the 
game is significant. Then the Other category includes many additional 
interesting solutions.

https://blog.playstation.com/2020/08/20/presenting-playstations-first-global-ad-spot-showcasing-key-immersive-features-for-the-ps5-console-generation/
https://www.ultraleap.com/
https://haptx.com/
https://www.idtechex.com/


Each part of the 
haptic stack builds 
on levels below.
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There is no general purpose display for haptics. This 
needs to be internalized in order to “think in haptics” 
and plan a haptic UX. The entire experience is 
implementation dependent, meaning that hapticians
must embrace their role as generalists.
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Inertial Mature Commodity

Kinesthetic Mature High

Piezoelectric Nearing maturity Low

Focused ultrasound Commercial reference Medium

Thermal Commercial reference Low

Surface friction Commercial reference Medium

Surface deformation Research reference Medium

HAPTIC RENDERING MATURITY COST
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Here’s a breakdown of types of 
haptic technologies and their 
level of maturity.

Depending on 
the application and the mapping, 
you may be able to design your 
system to readily allow quick 
prototyping by using mature 
technologies. Or you might set 
aside time to prototype with less 
mature technologies if the 
UX value makes it worthwhile.
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Company Tool Description Platforms supported URL

Lofelt Lofelt Studio
Media-focused haptic authoring. 
Also offers audio auto-
conversion

iOS, Android (late 2020) https://lofelt.com/beta

Interhaptics Haptic Composer Multimodal haptic design for VR Vive, Oculus, WMR, more https://www.interhaptics.com/haptic-composer

Actronika Unitouch Engine
HD effect library with 
customization

Unitouch firmware https://www.actronika.com/haptic-technology

RGB Schemes RGB Haptics
Automatically generate haptic 
effects from 3D object collisions 
and audio files

Unity https://www.rgbschemes.com/products/rgb-haptics/

Immersion Haptic Studio
Haptic video design tool with 
live monitoring

Adobe Premiere https://www.immersion.com/technology/#hapticdesign-tools

Immersion Haptic Designer
Force and vibration authoring 
for peripherals

Unreal (private beta) https://www.immersion.com/technology/#hapticdesign-tools

CREATION TOOLS – EXAMPLES
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A good tool will provide a low bar to experimentation and 
iteration. Live monitoring is a key enabler for this, so that the 
designer can quickly learn how a design change affects the 
output of the system.

The other key element is the tool’s allowance for the 
development of expertise. A good tool will allow for parameter 
manipulation, improvisation, and expression such that a 
designer could use it for years and discover new haptic ideas 
and develop design patterns.

Here are a few examples of haptic design tools. Haptic 
technology has not yet progressed to a point where designers 
can “design once, play everywhere,” though you can see that 
there is some convergence around support for a handful of 
platforms.
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Platform Haptic type URL

Actronika Inertial vibration https://www.actronika.com/

Lofelt Inertial vibration https://lofelt.com/

Tanvas Surface friction https://tanvas.co/

Hap2u Surface friction https://www.hap2u.net/

Ultraleap Non-contact vibe https://www.ultraleap.com/

3D Systems Kinesthetic https://www.3dsystems.com/haptics-devices/touch

HaptX Kinesthetic, deformation https://haptx.com/

Embr Wave Thermal https://embrlabs.com/

TDK Piezo Piezoelectric https://product.tdk.com/info/en/products/sw_piezo/haptic/powerhap/index.html

Haply Robotics Prototyping service https://www.haply.co/

HAPTIC PROTOTYPING – USEFUL LINKS
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There are many platforms available. If you need help thinking through the capabilities of a platform you’re looking at, or want an introduction, 
feel free to reach out to me.



Abridged Membership Information



Haptic technologies are widely used in consumer and professional products, but most use a proprietary approach, forcing product 
and service creators to solve the same problems again and again.

Companies that want to use haptics as a part of a market offering are faced with a complex array of technologies and choices that 
they are not equipped to comprehend.

As a supplier ecosystem, the haptics industry needs to align on terminology, common abstractions and recommended practices, or 
we face a low-growth and divided future.

Haptics Industry Forum was created to address these problems. Join us to ensure that you have a voice in the future landscape of
commercial haptics.

Solving the scaling problem of haptics
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Haptics Industry Forum ensures the future 
of haptic technology

We envision a future where haptics are a peer of audio 

and graphics, enabling digital experiences that engage 

the sense of touch at ever-higher levels of quality and 

scale.

Our Mission is to address common problems our industry 

faces by undertaking the following:

• Output well formatted, influential haptic standards.

• Provide a unified, consistent voice of the haptics industry 

to the wider technology ecosystem.

• Accelerate adoption of haptic technology.



Alignment
• Streamline interoperability and avoid fragmentation.
• Coordinate with haptics stakeholders on firmware, APIs and technical requirements.
• Ensure developer and studio-created content remains consistent across distribution channels and platforms.

Access
• Influence standards proposals, recommended practice documents, and specifications.
• Outputs of the Haptics Industry Forum carry an endorsement by the haptics industry as a whole.
• Network with leading market influencers.

Awareness
• Keep informed about novel use cases and applications
• Gain valuable industry insights to guide innovation.
• Utilize the haptics industry community as a sounding board to test new ideas.

Why should I join Haptics Industry Forum?



Twitter: @HapticsIF

Find us online

https://hapticsif.org/membership/
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Thank you


